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A F T E R  W O R K

THE HIGH NOTE - An easy watchTHE HIGH NOTE - An easy watch
about a demanding singer and herabout a demanding singer and her
downtrodden assistant, both aredowntrodden assistant, both are
given offers too good to pass up.given offers too good to pass up.
It's formulaic but easy. It's formulaic but easy. SKYSKY
CINEMA/NOW TVCINEMA/NOW TV

W I N E  &  C U T  T H E
C H A T / H O W  H A V E  I  N O T
S E E N  T H I S ?
ST FRANCES -ST FRANCES -      This film tackles some big issues egThis film tackles some big issues eg

abortion, directionless thirty something woman etc.abortion, directionless thirty something woman etc.

Surprisingly it's pretty easy to watch. Surprisingly it's pretty easy to watch. NETFLIXNETFLIX

EX MACHINA - As sci-fi dystopian films go, this is one ofEX MACHINA - As sci-fi dystopian films go, this is one of

the best. A computer programmer is invited for thethe best. A computer programmer is invited for the

weekend to his reclusive bosses house. So good. weekend to his reclusive bosses house. So good. NETFLIXNETFLIX  

MARRIED AT FIRST SIGHTMARRIED AT FIRST SIGHT
AUSTRALIAAUSTRALIA      - It's back with more- It's back with more
couples saying yes the first timecouples saying yes the first time
they clap eyes on each other.they clap eyes on each other.
CHANNEL 4/40DCHANNEL 4/40D

TRUE LIFE CRIME DRAMATRUE LIFE CRIME DRAMA  
DON'TDON'T    F$&K WITH CATS: huntingF$&K WITH CATS: hunting
an internet killer. This killer evadedan internet killer. This killer evaded
the police for years but when hethe police for years but when he
starts harming cats and putting itstarts harming cats and putting it
on the internet, he gets caught inon the internet, he gets caught in
most unsuspecting way. most unsuspecting way. NETFLIXNETFLIX

MURDER ON MIDDLE BEACH -MURDER ON MIDDLE BEACH -
This is a really interesting trueThis is a really interesting true
crime documentary of a soncrime documentary of a son
investigating the murder of hisinvestigating the murder of his
mother.mother.    SKYSKY
DOCUMENTARY/NOW TVDOCUMENTARY/NOW TV

I R O N  &  W A T C H
THETHE    ANGEL'S SHARE - About aANGEL'S SHARE - About a
teen in Glasgow trying to escape ateen in Glasgow trying to escape a
family feud and ends up in afamily feud and ends up in a
whisky distillery. whisky distillery. BBC IPLAYERBBC IPLAYER

COBRA KAI & KARATE KIDCOBRA KAI & KARATE KID    - - AA
heavy dose of nostalgia with aheavy dose of nostalgia with a
fresh twist. So you remember thefresh twist. So you remember the
Karate Kid.Karate Kid.    Well Cobra Kai is aWell Cobra Kai is a
really inventive look at whatreally inventive look at what
happened 30+ years later.happened 30+ years later.  
  NETFLIXNETFLIX

D A T E  N I G H T

E A R S  &  E Y E B A L L S
L O C K D O W N  3 . 0  J A N U A R Y  - W E E K  2  
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J U S T  W A N T  T O  W A T C H  S O M E T H I N G
G O O D
WINTER'S BONE-WINTER'S BONE-    This was Jennifer Lawrence's first film and it is stunning. It's about a girl whoThis was Jennifer Lawrence's first film and it is stunning. It's about a girl who

is trying to find out who killed her drug dealing father. It's set in the Ozark mountainis trying to find out who killed her drug dealing father. It's set in the Ozark mountain

community in the US and it is an unflinching look at that way of life. community in the US and it is an unflinching look at that way of life. NETFLIXNETFLIX

AMERICAN FACTORY-AMERICAN FACTORY-      What a documentary! A Chinese company decided to revive a factory inWhat a documentary! A Chinese company decided to revive a factory in  

  Ohio and at first, everyone is happy until they aren't.Ohio and at first, everyone is happy until they aren't.    It's not just about the inevitable cultureIt's not just about the inevitable culture

clash but also globalization, workers rights and life in general. clash but also globalization, workers rights and life in general. NETFLIXNETFLIX

THE MOTORCYCLE DIARIES-THE MOTORCYCLE DIARIES-    We can't travel right now but watch a young Che Guevara andWe can't travel right now but watch a young Che Guevara and

Fidel Castro before they became icons travel around South America. Fidel Castro before they became icons travel around South America. CHANNEL 4/40DCHANNEL 4/40D

MISS JUNETEENTHMISS JUNETEENTH    --      A single mother takes her daughter to the pageant is how I'd sum up thisA single mother takes her daughter to the pageant is how I'd sum up this

film.film.    Except it's more than that, it is about a mother wanting more for her daughter than sheExcept it's more than that, it is about a mother wanting more for her daughter than she

got. Interesting. got. Interesting. NOW TVNOW TV  

APPRENTICE -APPRENTICE -        This is a really intimate film focusing on a chief executioner who is training theThis is a really intimate film focusing on a chief executioner who is training the

guard as his apprentice. Both men have demons but can the apprentice overcome his own toguard as his apprentice. Both men have demons but can the apprentice overcome his own to

take on the job? It's one of those rare films to look at the effect that state sanctioned murder hastake on the job? It's one of those rare films to look at the effect that state sanctioned murder has

on the individual. on the individual. BBC IPLAYERBBC IPLAYER

THE BIG SHORT - This may make for depressing viewing for some, but the Big Short managesTHE BIG SHORT - This may make for depressing viewing for some, but the Big Short manages

to explain how the sub prime mortgage crisis happened in the US market. It's got a very sharpto explain how the sub prime mortgage crisis happened in the US market. It's got a very sharp

script and a good cast.script and a good cast. BBC IPLAYER BBC IPLAYER

THE MORNING SHOW -THE MORNING SHOW -    Set in a fictionalSet in a fictional
morning tv show, it follows the fall outmorning tv show, it follows the fall out
after a co-host is accused of sexualafter a co-host is accused of sexual
misconduct. All star cast including Jennifermisconduct. All star cast including Jennifer
Aniston, Steve Carell and ReeseAniston, Steve Carell and Reese
Witherspoon. Witherspoon. APPLE TVAPPLE TV

AJ & THE QUEEN - This is the perfectAJ & THE QUEEN - This is the perfect
thing to binge from bed. RuPaul like you'vething to binge from bed. RuPaul like you've
never seen him before as Ruby Red whonever seen him before as Ruby Red who
unintentionally becomes a surrogateunintentionally becomes a surrogate
parent to AJ. It's such a shame Netflixparent to AJ. It's such a shame Netflix
cancelled this after one series. cancelled this after one series. NETFLIXNETFLIX  

  

D U V E T  D A Y
PADDINGTON BEAR 2 - The bear's in troublePADDINGTON BEAR 2 - The bear's in trouble
when Aunt Lucy's presents go missing!!when Aunt Lucy's presents go missing!!    BBCBBC
IPLAYERIPLAYER

SPIDERMAN THE HOMECOMING - formulaicSPIDERMAN THE HOMECOMING - formulaic
stuff from the webbed man, for older kids. stuff from the webbed man, for older kids. BBCBBC
IPLAYERIPLAYER

THE NEVER ENDING STORY - That theme tune,THE NEVER ENDING STORY - That theme tune,
the big white flying dog and it all starts bythe big white flying dog and it all starts by
opening that book in a bookshop. opening that book in a bookshop. BBC IPLAYERBBC IPLAYER
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N E V E R  H A V E  I  E V E R  W A T C H E D ,  W E L L  N O W ' S
T H E  T I M E . . .

IN TREATMENT -IN TREATMENT -      It shouldn't work but really does. It follows a psychotherapist and his sessions with hisIt shouldn't work but really does. It follows a psychotherapist and his sessions with his

patients. Why this works is outstanding writing and acting - four seasons for your viewing pleasure. patients. Why this works is outstanding writing and acting - four seasons for your viewing pleasure. NOWNOW

TV/SKYTV/SKY

A BIGGER SPLASH -A BIGGER SPLASH -    Tilda Swinton as a singer who has lost her voice and Ralph Fiennes as her coked upTilda Swinton as a singer who has lost her voice and Ralph Fiennes as her coked up

agent/ex lover who tracks her down in Greece. It's a really smart drama. agent/ex lover who tracks her down in Greece. It's a really smart drama. AMAZON PRIMEAMAZON PRIME

  THE GENTLEMAN -THE GENTLEMAN -      Hugh Grant as a gangster is actually a genius piece of casting, worth watching forHugh Grant as a gangster is actually a genius piece of casting, worth watching for

that alone. It's a Guy Ritchie film so you know what you're getting. that alone. It's a Guy Ritchie film so you know what you're getting. AMAZON PRIMEAMAZON PRIME

EAT PRAY LOVE-EAT PRAY LOVE-  The month of January is all about the reset and setting goals, and what better way than toThe month of January is all about the reset and setting goals, and what better way than to

watch Julia Roberts rediscover herself in Italy, India and Bali...watch Julia Roberts rediscover herself in Italy, India and Bali...NETFLIXNETFLIX

HIGHLANDER- A big healthy dose of cheese - " there can be only one"! Christopher Lambert and SeanHIGHLANDER- A big healthy dose of cheese - " there can be only one"! Christopher Lambert and Sean

Connery star in this fantasy film from the 80s. If ancient Highlanders aren't your thing then CLASH OF THEConnery star in this fantasy film from the 80s. If ancient Highlanders aren't your thing then CLASH OF THE

TITANS is also available to stream so you could roll it right back to Ancient Greece. TITANS is also available to stream so you could roll it right back to Ancient Greece. BBC IPLAYERBBC IPLAYER

SEX AND THE CITY -SEX AND THE CITY -      There's going to be a revival of this called the next chapter - 10 episodes and noThere's going to be a revival of this called the next chapter - 10 episodes and no

Samantha Jones. Stream the original now and enjoy the nostalgia.Samantha Jones. Stream the original now and enjoy the nostalgia. NOW TV/SKY NOW TV/SKY

F R E S H N E S S  &  W E L C O M E  R E T U R N S  ( N E W  S E R I E S ,  F I L M S
E T C )

GREAT - 2 episodes are available with an all star cast. It's a modern take on the story ofGREAT - 2 episodes are available with an all star cast. It's a modern take on the story of

Catherine the Great. It's easy and from the same writers as the award winning film TheCatherine the Great. It's easy and from the same writers as the award winning film The

Favourite. Favourite. CHANNEL 4/STARZCHANNEL 4/STARZ

ONE NIGHT IN MIAMI - It's such a delicious premise to have four icons, African AmericanONE NIGHT IN MIAMI - It's such a delicious premise to have four icons, African American

but icons nonetheless on the screen at the same time. The event is real but what was said hasbut icons nonetheless on the screen at the same time. The event is real but what was said has

been made up. Sam Cooke, Muhammed Ali, Malcolm X and Jim Brown. The issue is this film isbeen made up. Sam Cooke, Muhammed Ali, Malcolm X and Jim Brown. The issue is this film is

based on a play and never manages to quite translate to the big screen. It feels as if you'rebased on a play and never manages to quite translate to the big screen. It feels as if you're

watching theatre and that makes it feel a bit dull. Nonetheless it is worth a watch. watching theatre and that makes it feel a bit dull. Nonetheless it is worth a watch. AMAZONAMAZON

PRIMEPRIME


